Teach Like a Coach
Learning and Applying Concepts from the Court to the Classroom
Nick Schauf

- Oelwein High School English Teacher, 6-12 Mentor (Model) Teacher
  - Oelwein Head Boys Basketball Coach
  - 14th year teaching/15th year coaching
    - Husband of 11 years
- Father of 3 - 10 year old boy, 7 year old boy, and 4 year old daughter
Goal: Learn one thing to take back and use to be better tomorrow
★ Back Story of where Teach Like A Coach came from
COLLABORATION IS KEY

➔ Coaching fraternity
➔ Coaches collaborate
➔ Coaches are great “THIEVES”
  ◆ “Borrow” what’s applicable.
  ◆ You can’t use everything!
➔ TLC/PLC
  ◆ Open up your Classroom

SNOW VALLEY, TWITTER, THE HANGOUT CREW, ETC...
#TeachLikeACoach Books

**Know Yourself As A Coach** - Denny Kuiper  🔄 @TexasMBB

**Teach Like A PIRATE: Increase Student Engagement, Boost Your Creativity, and Transform Your Life as an Educator** - Dave Burgess  🔄 @burgessdave

**InSideOut Coaching: How Sports Can Transform Lives** - Joe Ehrmann  🔄 @JoeEhrmann76
We have to dive into the deep internal motivation of each student in order to truly help them learn.

#1 MOTIVATION
Motivate

Starting Lineup (52)

Different Bell Ringers aka “Mic Drops”

-SHARE WITH SOMEONE NEXT TO YOU A GREAT IDEA
Motivation with #MindCandy

★ The thing that drives all real success is passion & enthusiasm for what you do.

★ Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in & day out.

★ Culture precedes positive results. It doesn’t get tacked on as an afterthought on your way up to the victory stand.

Coach Don Showalter   @dshow23
LIGHT A FIRE RIGHT NOW

Email, Tweet, Message someone right now something motivating or inspiring.

Compliment, encourage, quote, etc.

Please use #TeachLikeACoach for any thoughts you have during this clinic session.
#TeachLikeACoach Books

*Make the Big Time Where You Are* - Frosty Westering

*Attitude: Develop A Winning Mindset On And Off The Court* - Jay Wright  
[Twitter](https://twitter.com/VUCoachJWright)

*Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us* - Daniel H. Pink  
[Twitter](https://twitter.com/DanielPink)
# 2 ONE IN THE SAME: How are we connected?
Standards and Skills

★ Coach K & Olympic Gold Standards (2008 - Current at every level)
★ Controllable Skills: Attitude/Effort/Listening
Growth

- 1% better everyday
- Reflection/Evaluation Time
- Record Lesson/Practice & critique
- Peer Evaluation
Practice = Formative

[Coaching and teaching go hand in hand!]

“Practice isn’t the thing you do once you’re good. It’s the thing you do that makes you good.” - Malcolm Gladwell

To be truly effective at formative assessment, teachers must master a difficult dance, navigating “teaching and assessment moments that are occurring simultaneously.”
Game = Summative

[Coaching and teaching go hand in hand!]
Practice plans

= Lesson plans

★★ Timed & Well-Thought Out
★★ Personable/User Friendly
★★ Detailed Yet Flexible
★★ Controllable & Uncontrollable Factors
Grading=Skill/Content (Never-ending battle with feedback)

SBG SRG---changed my teaching

No brainer in coaching, so why not in classroom?

Analytics---Coaches always video tape, use stats, evaluate, and reflect to make decisions.

What if we were to do this once a week with a lesson?
#TeachLikeACoach Books

The Gold Standard: Building a World-Class Team  
- Mike Krzyzewski 📚 @DukeMBB

Mindset: The New Psychology of Success - Carol S. Dweck 📚 @Brainology

- Daniel Coyle 📚 @DanielCoyle
#3 CULTURE & BUY-IN

Most important thing you can do for your class.
The Culture of Buy-In

★ Kids and adults “buy in” LEADERS
★ Great coaches
★ What is the culture of your classroom?
★ Kids **HAVE** to come to school, so what are we doing when they are here?
★ Coaches reflect daily about the culture of their program.
★ Why do students “buy in” to you?
Sound Bites

- Short Attention Spans
- Clock Management
- Save/Use Quality Time
- Simplicity - K.I.S.S.
- Meaningful Instruction - “Good job” vs “Great balance”

“EYES” “EARS” “MOUTH” “FACE”
Daps/Slaps/J.U.I.C.E.

- **TEAM/CLASS HANDSHAKE**
- **HUDDLE WORD** - kids choose. Break out as leave class. Can also use vocabulary word/Word of the Day ("JUICE")
- **DAPS and SLAPS**
- **J.U.I.C.E.** - Just Understand It’s Crazy Energy
- **GAME 7 EVERYDAY** - PASSION
#TeachLikeACoach Books

You Win in the Locker Room First: The 7 C’s to Build a Winning Team in Business, Sports, and Life - Jon Gordon @JonGordon11 and Mike Smith

Generation iY: Secrets to Connecting with Today’s Teens & Young Adults in the Digital Age - Tim Elmore @TimElmore

Good To Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap And Others Don’t - Jim Collins @level5leaders
Without struggle, there is no progress.” — Frederick Douglas
Struggle is real, but everyone can win.

Struggles
★ Instant gratification
★ Path of least resistance
★ Everyone wants an “A” or State Title

 Winning
★ Daily wins
★ Inclusion in the decision making
★ Control the controllables
★ Success - Wooden’s definition holds true today (Great coach, great English teacher)

"Success is peace of mind, which is a direct result of self-satisfaction in knowing you made the effort to do your best to become the best that you are capable of becoming." John Wooden
How we see mistakes and failures...

- "Repetition is not a form of punishment, but instead is the greatest and oldest form of learning we have. Repetition builds habits!"
  - Tates Locke

- Encouraged to get out of comfort zone
- Let a student struggle
- Support creation of the new
Sweat equity is the most valuable equity there is.

Mark Cuban

- SWEAT EQUITY
- GRIT
- GRIND
- Keep things FUN & FRESH
- SMALL THINGS MATTER
#TeachLikeACoach Books

*Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better*
  - Doug Lemov 🐦 @Doug_Lemov

*Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance*
  - Angela Duckworth 🐦 @angeladuckw

*The Slight Edge: Turning Simple Disciplines into Massive Success and Happiness*
  - Jeff Olson 🐦 @JeffOlson_
#5 WHY YOU?
Who has impacted you the most #TeachLikeACoach?
Thank You

Contact me on Twitter @CoachSchauf You can also use #TeachLikeACoach & continue to “COACH OUR STUDENTS UP!”

Also check out youtube channel Teach Like A Coach

Email me at nschauf@oelwein.k12.ia.us